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MESSAGE FROM
GROUP C.E.O

Dear Valued Customer,

We would like to take this opportunity to introduce you to our business, as we
seek to be your vendor of choice. Furthermore, we would like to reconnect you
with our business. We are a legal entity duly registered in Zimbabwe, having
traded as STAR-DELTA ELECTRIX since 1994 then registered as STAR-DELTA
ELECTRIX (PVT) LTD in accordance with Zimbabwean Company Laws in June
2014. The need to expand our reach beyond the Zimbabwean borders has
necessitated the opening of STAR DELTA ELECTRIX (PTY) LTD in South Africa in
July 2021-a unit duly moreover, registered in terms of South African Company
Laws.

We are a specialist authorized distributor of domestic, industrial and mining
flow control systems, electrical switchgear products, electrical contractors,
projects specialists, consultants, engineers and electrical switchboard
manufacturers who have conducted massive and complex projects in the
SADC regional countries of Zimbabwe, Zambia, Tanzania and Mozambique with
experience in the same countries spanning over a decade.

Attached, a comprehensive profile with a full description of the company,
structure and relevant documentation, complete with references of major
assignments undertaken during the last ten years. Profiles of key professional
staff are also indicated. You may also visit our website www.stardelta.net for a
more detailed insight into our products and services. We trust that this will
meet your expectations and hope to establish a long term business
relationship with you.

Yours faithfully,

Honest Chida
GROUP C.E.O
Email: honest@stardelta.net
Cell: +263 772 476 120/+263 712 502 189
Skype: honest.chida1



COMPANY
BACKGROUND

To ensure customer awareness, Star Delta Electrix
markets itself through the public media as well as
exhibiting at various regional shows. Depending on the
location and the reasoning behind the show, Star Delta
will adjust accordingly and exhibit the range of
products and services available to fit in with the show’s
particular theme. These shows have been successful in
not only securing future sales and projects, but
familiarizing both the businesses and the public with
the company, its products and the services available to
the customer.

Star Delta offers a flexible credit facility controlled by
the in-house computerized accounting system. All
statements, invoices and receipts are systematically
printed and distributed by the up to date accounting
system. Star Delta has a same day delivery service.
Deliveries within the Gauteng areas are carried out free
of charge. The company also packs for courier services
and rail for deliveries outside of Gauteng.

Star Delta Electrix was originally equipped to supply
basic electrical requirements to the domestic and
industrial markets. In the last ten years however, the
range of products available have become more
diverse and varied. The introduction of an open market,
easier accessibility of imported goods and the market
saturation, led to the eventual decision of the
specialization in certain products and eventual
diversification into pre-paid smart water metering,
particularly DIEHL Metering a German and French
brand. Constant online liaison with manufacturers,
suppliers, transport and clearing agents both within
and beyond our borders ensures that products and
components are made available to the customer
effectively and reasonably.

Through the efficient and reliable service of our
qualified and knowledgeable sales representatives and
equally experienced, projects team, Star Delta is able to
provide a quality range of renowned products and
workmanship both to customers within and outside of
main cities and towns. Customers around Zimbabwe,
South Africa and beyond, all benefit from the service,
and technical advice provided by these sales
representatives. Considering Zimbabwe and South
Africa’s renowned mineral wealth, approximately 75%
of all Star Delta's business dealings are carried out with
the mining sector, agreeably a specialized field within
itself.

Training plays an important role in the day to day
running of the company. The management firmly
believes that complete knowledge and knowhow of a
product is absolutely vital in its sale. Training is not only
carried out in-house, where staff members and
customers are introduced and lectured on the product;
but also at customer premises outside of the main
cities. These training programs are set up in
conjunction with the product supplier who inevitably
sends experienced personnel to lecture and
demonstrate the product.
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Accountants: 

STAR-DELTA ELECTRIX PRIVATE LIMITED

Distributor of specialized flow control systems,
switchgear products and electrical contracting
particularly in the industrial, domestic and mining
markets

STAR-DELTA ELECTRIX Zimbabwe

H. Chida, R. Chida

Nedbank LEOPOLD TAKAWIRA, Bulawayo,
ZB Bank JMN NKOMO Bulawayo

767/2014

10074404

200146385

62114

0174952x

Paracor (pvt) Limited, Bulawayo

Company Name: 

Nature Of Business:

Trading Name: 

Directors:

Bankers:

Company reg no:

VAT NO: 

BP NO:

SDF NO:

NSSA SSR NO:
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Accountants: 

STAR-DELTA ELECTRIX (Pty) Ltd

STAR-DELTA ELECTRIX South Africa

H. Chida,  R. Chida, D. Cogill

Nedbank, Cradlestone Mall

2021/706065/07

4350300333

Niche Accounting & Tax

Company Name: 

Trading Name: 

Directors:

Bankers:

Company reg no:

VAT NO: 



DISTRIBUTORSHIPS

Distributor of specialized flow control systems,
switchgear products and electrical contracting
particularly in the industrial, domestic and mining
markets. We are official distributors for these
exceptional brands:



OTHER PREMIUM
BRANDS WE HAVE
ON OFFER:
Star Delta understands the
importance of quality, that
is why we offer our clients
quality products that are
guaranteed to last.



DIVISIONS
AND SERVICES

Smart Metering

Switchgear Distribution
Automation & Control

Transformer Maintenance
& Oil Regeneration

Renewable Energy

Pumping

Contracting

Switchboard Manufacturing
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Lubricants

Armature Winding35
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After extensive research in the field of smart/energy metering,
Star-Delta has collaborated with several brands that specialize in
smart meters in order to identify the best fit for Zimbabwe as well
as the SADC region. This research led to a relationship with Diehl
Metering being established. Star-Delta Electrix was appointed Sole
Official Distributor and Agent of Diehl Metering for Zimbabwe and
the SADC region. Not only are Diehl meters the solution for non-
revenue water, but they are also smart meters that offer
automatic meter reading (AMR) as well as the STS prepayment
system.
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Since 2012, Star Delta Electrix has conducted extensive
research on prepayment smart energy metering, with a
strong emphasis on water and electricity. Over the past
six years, we have dedicated our efforts to finding the
most suitable technology and model for Sub-Saharan
Africa, with a specific focus on Zimbabwe. It is
important to note that our company has been widely
recognized for delivering turnkey solutions since 1994.
We prioritize meticulous studies and research to ensure
that we offer products and services of the highest
technology and quality, leaving nothing to be desired.
We never take shortcuts.

However, despite our efforts, we remained unconvinced
that the technology we encountered was the best fit for
our market. Consequently, we continued our search,
which led us to Germany-the global hub of technology.
We invested significant time in studying the
technology, undergoing product training, and
observing the manufacturing and testing processes at
their factories in Germany and France. Through further
research, we became convinced that Diehl was the
ultimate choice for Zimbabwe. As a result, we were
appointed as the sole official distributor and agent of
Diehl Metering for Zimbabwe, a product whose
superiority we can confidently prove. Diehl meters not
only provide a solution for non-revenue water but also
utilize the STS system for prepayment, two qualities
currently unmatched by any other meters offered in
Zimbabwe.

To summarize, our journey took us to Germany, where
we thoroughly explored Diehl Metering's technology
and operations. This meticulous research and
evaluation process have instilled the confidence in us
that Diehl meters are the optimal choice for Zimbabwe,
offering unparalleled performance and functionality
tailored to the specific needs of our market.



High quality metrology technology was used to produce the Diehl Meter.

The less resistance to water turbidity of the Diehl Meter as compared to
other meters in the market.

The Diehl Meter has superior filtration and particle retention capabilities.

The Nominal Flow Rate of the Diehl Meter which, at 2 5 m 3 /hr is much
higher compared to that of the other meters in the market, which is
normally 1.5 m 3 /hr or below.

The grooved piston chamber on the Diehl Meter allows sand and other
particles to go through without jamming the meter whereas other meters
on the market have a smooth piston and chamber, which in the event of
sandy water and other particles passing through the meter, the meter
gets jammed and becomes dysfunctional.

The ability of our Diehl Meter to count micro leakage because of a starting
flow rate which is as low as 0.5 litres/hr thereby accounting for Non
Revenue Water whereas the starting flow rate of other meters in the
market is as high as 3.7 litres/hr and above. 

Unlike other meters on the market, the Diehl meter has a dry register,
which keeps microbacteria from developing inside the meter.

Due to the ability of our Diehl Meter to resist any magnetic forces the
meter cannot be jammed or affected by magnets.

The grooved outside casing design of the Diehl Meter allows it to
withstand higher pressure unlike other designs of meters in the market.

The Diehl meter comes in brass form as well as composite NOT Plastic like
others in the market. The fibreglass reinforcement on the composite Diehl
Meter ensures longer durability than the plastic used on the other meters
in the market.

The Diehl Meter has a modularity clip on module with pulse output or
radio to turn it into a smart meter and pre payment system. This means
councils will have the flexibility to either use the conventional post paid
system or in the event the council decides to upgrade and migrate from
conventional to smart and prepaid in future, the meter is already prepaid
smart capable and compliant!



AUTOMATIC METER
READING (AMR)

AMR can be done by your refuse trucks without them knowing as they move around collecting
garbage; the data concentrators fitted on them will also be collecting and sending data to the
revenue hall after every few seconds/minutes remotely. Automatic meter reading can also be
done by drive by as well as through strategically located towers that use solar energy. This way
you save time and money by eliminating the need for employing a lot of meter readers and
using estimates.

We have also done demonstrations on how our pre payment is the best and second to none as
it does not need a 20 digit token that one physically punches onto the meter or interface unit
as with other systems, like the ZESA system. Our system works like a cell phone. You walk into
any supermarket, revenue hall, fuel station or using Ecocash payment platform, and the
moment you complete your purchase, the system immediately, within seconds, communicates
with the meter and the valve opens and dispenses water. This happens from wherever you
might be. No need to go home and punch in numbers on a token. Now that is revolutionary! The
perfect solution that brings convenience to the customer and the council.

The system also has two way communication system unlike others with just one way.

All scientific evidence from laboratory tests that were conducted on all the meters and systems
on the market and a detailed comparison of these with our Diehl Meter is readily available
upon request.
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Switchgear is comprised of electrical disconnect switches, contactors, fuses
and circuit breakers used to control, protect and isolate electrical
equipment. Switchgear is also used to deenergise equipment to allow work
to be done and clear fault. Star-Delta Electrix is a specialist authorised
distributors of domestic, industrial electrical switchgear products, electrical
contractors, projects specialists, consultants, engineers and electrical
switchboard manufacturers. We have conducted massive and complex
projects in the SADC regional countries of Zimbabwe, Zambia, Tanzania and
Mozambique with experience in the same countries spanning over a
decade.
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In collaboration with GlobeCore, a company based in Germany, this
division deals with transformer maintenance. This involves oil
purification, regeneration of contaminated transformer oil and
cleaning of wire winding and paper insulation as well as draining of
sludge build-up among others. The CMM-R systems are designed to
extend transformer service life by restoring the dielectric strength and
chemical composition of dielectric insulating oil.

The major benefit is that it improves transformer performance and
lifespan. The technology unravelled through the collaboration with
Globecore, goes a step further. All the parameters of the oil are
restored such as dielectric strength of transformer oil and all other
parameters. While the oil will be regenerated, the inside of the
transformer will also be cleaned and sludge build up will be drained
simultaneously. The operations are set up so as to be performed in all
environments. This Transformer Maintenance process increases the
transformer service life by more than forty years.

This process completely regenerates used transformer oil to make it
almost as good as new. The process also makes it possible to fill
transformers with oil that would previously have required disposal.
The oil in the transformer can be used without replacement for the
entire service life of the transformer. It goes beyond the purification
process by also removing water and other acids and particulate
matter from the oil and the rest of the transformer, including wire
winding and paper insulation. The oil is clarified, oxygen stability is
improved and gas solvency is reduced.
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Star Delta Electrix conducted extensive research and travelled to
several countries in search of the most sustainable range of
lubricant products that can cater to consumer requirements.
Star-Delta Electrix successfully managed to be appointed official
distributors for ENOC-a company based in Dubai.

The product range is comprised of lubricants for the industrial, automotive,
mining, marine and construction sectors. It is a diverse portfolio of lubricants
and greases designed for application in industrial, heavy duty diesel engines,
commercial and automotive use. 
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In collaboration with German based SMA Solar Technology, a
leading specialist in photovoltaic system technology, Star-Delta
Electrix is providing a decentralized, digital and renewable energy
supply.

Solar energy is proving to be the most cost effective energy
source worldwide. Through collaborating, the technology
discovered is connecting photovoltaics with storage, e-mobility
and other sectors that integrate into the complete system. Star-
Delta Electrix locally supplies products such as solar panels,
hybrid inverters- including off grid and grid tied, solar batteries
(Gel and Lithium-Ion), and commercial power storage solutions
among many others. 

The solar inverters are easily applicable for all module types for
grid-connection and feeding into stand-alone grids, for small
house systems and commercial systems in the Megawatt range.
They also supply solar powered pumps for boreholes.
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Star-Delta Electrix pumping division strives to provide
pumps of the highest level of performance and
efficiency. This is ideal for recirculation and conditioning
systems, water supply and pressurization units. This
allowed us to be appointed the sole authorized
distributors for SAER Elettropompe, a company based in
Italy. 
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Star Delta Electrical Contracting Division can assist you with any
size domestic, industrial or mining installation. Since 1994, our high
levels of expertise, together with years of experience have earned
us a respected name in the "Electrical Installation World". With the
advent of the need for more sophisticated ways of water
conservation however, and in partnership with a renowned
European manufacturer of pre paid smart water meters DIEHL
Metering, Star Delta has successfully diversified into the flow
control business. Zimbabwe’s municipalities have expressed
absolute satisfaction and confidence in our Diehl pre paid smart
water meter and our Utility Systems software and billing platform
package.

Star Delta Electrix is a registered member of Zimbabwe Electrical
Switchboard Manufacturers Association. With the support of our
"Distribution" and "Switchboard" divisions, we are able to offer
quality "Turnkey" services to your exact requirements.
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Star Delta has been involved in numerous projects of various
magnitudes hence setting up for a project is one of the tasks we
perform with ease. Identification and orientation of manpower
that will participate in such a project is a process that we will
undertake. High levels of professionalism will be practiced to
ensure appreciable levels of safety when tackling the project.
From experience, three days for small jobs and a minimum of one
week for more complex ones is more than sufficient to fully meet
our customers expectations.

Depending on the project budget and the urgency of the project,
Star Delta is highly flexible in mobilization of manpower and
materials. Even if most suppliers for such projects may not be in
Zimbabwe, Star Delta has the capacity to gather materials in a
minimum period of five working days depending on the project
size and quantum of materials.

Procurement is not a daunting task for Star Delta as it is an official
distributor of various electrical component manufacturers. We are
the official licenced distributor of Diehl Metering, Utility Systems,
GlobeCore , Hellerman Tyton, Rayvos, Benedict & Jager, Schneider,
Jointmaster, Omron, Telux and BMG. The above mentioned are
reputable and respected companies in the flow control and
electrical fields which provide products and services of
unquestionable quality. In all projects Star Delta has
accomplished, it supplies and installs mostly products that it
distributes because product quality is then guaranteed. 



As always indicated by our Gantt charts for specific
projects we always anticipate the completion of
projects to be within the shortest possible time frames.
This is  assuming availability of materials and non
delays on related logistics. 

Having performed installations of mega structures
and complex instrumentations, Star Delta is not
hesitant but rather eager to showcase our
capability and capacity on other challenging
projects as our primary objective remains to
provide “Turnkey” solutions to our valued clients.

Capacity & Capability

Project Lead Time
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Company Quality/Safety and Environment Systems

The company attained membership with Zimbabwe
Electrical Switchboard Manufacturers Association
due to the fact that it had proved high levels of
competence in terms of quality standards. The 
 electrical workshop and field works abide by the
NSSA conditions of factory safety and Star Delta
equipment and machinery undergoes periodic
safety check ups.

The company has policy standards that it maintains
in all its operations. Below are some of the key
components contained in the policy systems. The
safety and health of every employee is a high
priority. Management accepts responsibility for
providing a safe working environment and
employees are expected to take responsibility for
performing work in accordance with safe standards
and practices. Safety and health will only be
achieved through teamwork. Everyone must join
together in promoting safety and health and taking
every reasonable measure to assure safe and good
working conditions in the company.

The best Safety and Health Programs involve every
level of the organization, instilling a safety culture
that reduces accidents for workers and improves
the bottom line for managers at the same time
doing sustainable environmental management.
When Safety, Health and   Environment are part of
the organization and a way of life, everyone wins.



2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021(TO DATE)

Lost Time
Injuries Zero Zero Zero Zero Zero Zero

Non Lost Time Zero Zero Zero Zero Zero Zero

Lost Time
Injury Free

Rate
Zero Zero Zero Zero Zero Zero

Fatality Rate Zero Zero Zero Zero Zero Zero

To provide adequate control of the health and safety risks arising from our work
activities.

To consult with our employees on matters affecting their health and safety.

To provide and maintain safe plant and equipment.

To ensure safe handling and use of substances.

To provide information, instruction and supervision for employees.

To ensure all employees are competent on their tasks, and provide adequate
training.

To prevent accidents and cases of work related ill health.

To maintain safe and healthy working conditions.

To prevent damage to the environment.

To review and revise this policy as necessary at regular intervals.

Our statement of general policy is:

Below is a table indicating our safety performance from the years 2016
- 2021.  A similar record has been prevailing for the past two years.
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Mr Dave Opperman
Projects Manager
ENI Zest Weg Group 
+27 87 830 6604
DOpperman@eni.zestweg.com

Kennedy Chiguvare
Projects Manager- Mimosa Mine
+263712622423
Kennedy.Chiguvare@mimosa.co.zw 

The project was successfully completed in March
2023 at the Mimosa Concentrator Plant where we
were doing all of the electrical and instrumentation
installations. The project was projected to stretch
until the end of April this year (2023), having begun
last year in September. 

Reference:



In the past year, for the last half of the year, we took
part in the Third Concentrator Plant Expansion
Project that took place at ZimPlats in Ngezi. This
project stretched from June until December 2022.
We also performed the tasks of doing all of the
electrical and instrumentation installations at the
site. We completed the project well within the
stipulated time period and this resulted in the
customer being very satisfied with the services we
provided.
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Jacques van Vuuren
Contract Manager
B&W Instrumentation and Electrical (Pty) Ltd
+27119071663
jacquesv@bwie.co.za

Johan Burger
Project Director
B&W Instrumentation and Electrical (Pty) Ltd
+27797595057
johanb@bwie.co.za 

George Mugoro
ZimPlats Plant Project Engineer
Zimbabwe Platinum Company
George.Mugoro@zimplats.com 

Reference:
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WANDILE VELLA

Email:Wandile.Vella@ppc.co.zw

Dubane Village 

ZIMBABWE

Cell: +263777641991

Size: 550W

Value: ZWL1.9M

In 2022, we undertook a project at the PPC Colleen
Bawn Village where we did the  installations and
replacements of single phase meter boards,
weather dec cables as well as single phase
prepaid meters. This was for a total of 435 Houses
and we managed to complete the project in an
impressive three weeks!

Reference:
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Mr. A. Zeederberg

Rokodzi Farm Manager
Marondera, ZIMBABWE

Email: azeederberg@nhimbe.co.zw

Tel: +263 279 25825

Cell: +263 772 147 808

The main project was the Construction of BELL
CSC- TYPE A facility. The supply and Installations of
main board and distribution board with switchgear
were done. Complete lighting installations and
electrical installations for Low Voltage metering
were among the tasks of the project which Star
Delta accomplished in 8 weeks.

Reference:
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Ref: Mr. N. Conradie

Pamoja Mining Company Ltd
Mwanza
Tanzania

Email: nathanconradie@gmail.com

Star Delta was proudly involved in the commissioning
of the elution plant in Tanzania in conjunction with
Mina Nawe Trading. Star Delta was allocated the
responsibility to supply and install the generator
supply panel and to supply and install the main MCC.
Installation of water tanks and pumps supplied by
the mine were also done by Star Delta. General
lighting and electrical plant lighting was adequately
supplied and installed on this project which took 3
weeks to complete.

Reference:
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Dunavant Cotton Ltd

Farmers Hse Central Pk, Cairo Rd, Chinika
P.O. Box 30178
Lusaka
Zambia

Tel: +260 21 123 7560

Fax: +260 21 123 7565

Email: info@dunavant.co.zm

Among other projects over the years, we have been
successful in Cotton Ginnery installations and
relocations, Humid-air installations, Large generator
installations, Power Factor Correction, PLC design and
installations. This was one such project which took 4
months to complete. 

Reference:
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Ref Mr. A. Zeederberg

Rokodzi Farm Manager
Marondera, ZIMBABWE

Email: azeederberg@nhimbe.co.zw

Tel: +263 279 25825

Cell: +263 772 147 808

The repair and installation of two main MCB Panels,
supply and installation of an 800 Amp free standing
panel, generator, transformer and general lighting at
the farm. All the above mentioned tasks were the
sole responsibility of Star Delta and were performed
in a period of 6 Weeks, leaving a great impact.

Reference:
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Mr. L. McBean

Central Grain Company (Pvt) Ltd

Koala Park Complex
P.O. Box CH 875
Chisipite
Harare
Zimbabwe

Email: dcbulawayoops@gmail.com

The main project was the installation of a new meat
processing plant where the upgrading of a
distribution board to 2000 Amp and installation of a
transformer was successfully carried out by Star
Delta. This left the client elated. The project took 3
months to complete.

Reference:
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Mr. G. Gunda Procurement Manager

Procurement Manager
Email:george.gunda@todalmining.com 

18 Kenilworth Road, Newlands Harare, 

ZIMBABWE

Tel: +263 4 782791/88
Cell: +263 772 205 268

In 2011, the upgrade project of a 50KVA transformer
to 350KVA was entrusted to Star Delta Electrix and
was satisfactorily accomplished. The project
encompassed installation of panels, metering
installations and replacement of power lines and
poles. It lasted for a  total of 7 months.

Reference:
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Unki Mines (Pvt) Ltd C/O Anglo Platinum
Management Services (Pty) Ltd
28/48 Broadlands Road
Emerald Hill 
Harare, Zimbabwe
Tel:+263 4 336 489
Fax: +263 4 336 112

B &W Instrumentation and Electrical Limited
42-4th Avenue Alberton North, 1456
P.O. 956, Alberton, 1450
South Africa
Tel:+27 11 907 1663
Fax: +27 11 907 1957

In 2010, we were proudly involved in all the "High
Voltage", "Lighting", "Low Power" and all instrumentation
installations at the new Anglo Platinum concentrator
plant in Shurugwi, Zimbabwe, namely Unki Mine. Star
Delta accomplished the project in conjunction with B &
W Instrumentation and Electrical Limited of South
Africa. Our successes in this project have put us in good
stead in the current mining sector within the SADC
region. The project lasted for 12 months.

Reference:
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Process Control

Motor Control Circuits

Generator Control Circuits

Distribution Boards

The production services include specifying:

The customer requirements

Designing the product as per customer requirement

Carrying out equipment procurement and board assembly

Testing performance at the end of the manufacturing process

Performing quality control checks and dispatch

Star-Delta Electrix is a registered member of The
Zimbabwe Electrical Switchboard Manufacturers
Association(ZESMA) and The Zimbabwe Electrical
Contractors and Suppliers Associantion(ZECSA)
They run a switchboard manufacturing plant
which specialises in
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This division deals with rewinding of all transformers
and electric motors (low voltage, high voltage as well
as DC motors). We have successfully opened up a
workshop in Bulawayo which encompasses all the
necessary equipment required. Our lifting capacity
goes up to a maximum of 30 Tonne. We are leaving
no stone unturned in our pursuit to provide a
premium service. We have a Baker Tester available
which immensely assists in winding analysis.

 This tester has many features, but to name a few-it
allows for testing the strength of the insulation on the
conductor, test the inter turns between the phases as
well as testing the float insulation strength. We have
state of the art ovens that ensure the varnishing
process is done immaculately. Our staff manning this
division are highly experienced in armature winding,
having been in the trade for almost forty years as well
as having understudied previously well-established
companies.
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No. 4 Bristol Rd South, Belmont East,
Bulawayo, Zimbabwe.

Registered Office:

Postal Address:

Telephone:

Fax:

Cell Phone:

E-mails:

P.O. Box 3592, Bulawayo, Zimbabwe.

(+263) 8644302945, (+263 9) 71524, 881797
or 881799

(+263 9) 76475

(+263) 772 476 120-1 / (+263) 712 502 189 
(+263) 775 663 559

sales@stardelta.co.net         
 admin@stardelta.co.net
info@stardelta.net     
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No. 1553 Chestnut Road, Zonnehoewe 
Roodepoort, Gauteng.

Registered Office:

Postal Address:

Telephone:

Cell Phone:

E-mails:

No. 1553 Chestnut Road, Zonnehoewe 
Roodepoort, Gauteng.

+27 83 452 1934

+27 82 789 4986

donna@stardelta.net
adminrsa@stardelta.net
marketing@stardelta.net                                                           
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JOURNEY 

Star-Delta Elctrix

Star_Delta_Electrix

ElectrixStar

Star-Delta Electrix


